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ABOUT US
Leadsun is the worlds leading developer of solar
powered LED lighting & power solutions.
Leadsun manufacturers the worlds most technically
innovative range of solar-powered LED lighting
& power solutions and is renowned for its diverse
product range which suit a wide range of applications.
Our Green Friendly products has revolutionised the
industry by offering unrivalled build quality and
leading technology that has been proven to perform
reliably in the world’s harshest conditions.
Established in 1993, Leadsun is now a vibrant and
fast growing international company with worldwide
sales & distribution. In 2010, Leadsun established
a dedicated Research and Development office in
Melbourne, Australia.
The company now has representation in all states
and consists of a strong and proactive management
structure coupled with a skilled team of technical
professionals who have expertise in both solar
power energy and LED illumination systems.
Leadsun is one of only few companies worldwide
that fully develops and manufactures the complete
solar powered system ensuring total control over
product development, quality & testing.
We are leading the way with solar powered
technology and the company has patents for its ‘All
In One’ technology world wide.

SUSTAINABLE LIGHTING
Leadsun recognises the importance of providing
solar powered lighting solutions that will assist
our planet in striving for ongoing reductions in Co2
emissions.
Our entire product range is powered by the clean,
limitless energy of the sun and utilise a combination
of the highest quality & efficient solar panels as
well as intelligent technology such as MPPT (Multi
Position Point Tracking) for even greater efficiency.

WORLD CLASS INNOVATION
Leadsun is continually striving to provide our
customers with the most intelligent and easy to
install solar powered products, Its our constant
focus on innovation and quality that makes Leadsun
distinct from any other solar lighting company.
From developing the worlds first and original ‘AllIn-One’ solar light, Leadsun will always be at the
forefront of innovative design features for solar
powered lighting & power solutions.

Why leadsun?
We offer our customers a ‘Total Solution’ approach
not yet seen before that is tried, tested and exceeds
their needs.

Leadsun production facility
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THE LEADSUN ‘ALL-IN-ONE’
ADVANTAGE
Leadsun’s world patented ‘All-In-One’ solar lighting technology boasts a new level of versatility & adaptability for a wide range of
exterior lighting applications. Our systems seamlessly integrate a highly efficient Mono-Crystalline solar panel, durable and long
lasting Lithium LiFePo4 batteries and other intelligent features all built into the one compact system.
Importantly, not only are our systems easy to install with its ‘plug & play’ wiring, but our diverse product range also offer our
customers greater flexibility in selecting the most suitable sized system to ensure greater operating performance and affordability
in illuminating a wide range of areas.

Solar Panel

Sensor
Light Head

MPPT Controller

Adjustable Bracket

Lithium Batteries
AE2 All-In-one Series

LIGHTING
THE WAY
Trusted by municipal, government and commercial
corporations across Australia, Leadsun’s range
of ‘All-In-One’ solar lighting delivers unrivalled
performance

and

feature

packed

technology,

making our products the ideal solution for car parks,
minor roads, pedestrian pathways and various other
applications.
It offers total freedom from electrical ‘mains power’
without need for trenching cabling or expensive work
crews; This also means that our systems are immune
to grid power fluctuations and blackouts, ensuring
flawless performance and continuity of service,
safety and security all year round.
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Lithium Battery &
Charging Unit
Leadsun uses new-generation Lithium LiFeP04 batteries which offers 3 times more
storage and power capacity versus conventional Lead Acid batteries. Our battery
design uniquely features many ‘small’ lithium iron battery’s packed into a ‘dual’
battery assembly that minimises stress and heat during both discharging and charging
cycles ensuring long term reliability. Lithium Iron batteries are also able to discharge
to an incredible 90% without any damage to them before the under voltage battery
protection ‘cuts out’ any further operation.

MPPT Controller
(Maximum Power Point Tracking)

Leadsun has adopted new MPPT technology to further ensure the maximum amount of charge is
delivered to the Lithium Iron batteries, the charge efficiency can be increased by up to 30% whilst the
solar panel is exposed to direct sunlight.

Lower power consumption during
conversion phase

Mono-Crystalline solar panel collects
the suns radiation & converts to D.C

voltage

MPPT (Maximum
Power Point Tracking)
Controller

Increase battery charging
efficiency

Battery Protection
Built tough to withstand the harshest and most extreme
environments Australia has to offer, from blistering heat to
freezing conditions. What ever the environment is, Leadsun’s
lithium battery’s and smart protection features are up for the
challenge; Our lithium battery’s are able to work in extreme
heat of up to 60 degree celsius & some products can even
have an optional thermal heating module added to keep
the lights operating in sub freezing conditions as low as –40
degrees.
Additionally, Our newly designed battery packs offer multiprotection technology that allows the ‘individual’ battery’s
to work normally even in the unlikely event that some
battery’s become damaged.
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Wireless
Connectivity

New
Technology
‘Available
Late 2016’

Leadsun’s entire range offers a break-through and valuable function in ‘remotely’
operating and monitoring the performance of each system; It uses a range of wireless
connection technology’s such as Bluetooth or WiFi to securely ‘log-on’ to each solar
light. Additionally, Leadsun has incorporated the latest in ‘mesh’ networking to provide
our systems with ‘linkable’ communication between each solar light system that can be
accessed remotely via GPRS or 433 technology.

Operating Modes

System Health
Battery Voltage Status

Synchronise All Lights To Operate Identically

Solar Panel Charging Output

Change The ‘Built-In’ User Defined Operation

Temperature

Modes

Battery Autonomy (Amp Hours)

Time Switch ‘On/Off’ Programming

Historical Performance Data

Dusk To Dawn Operation Via Photo Electric Cell

Bluetooth

Monitor

LS - 1
Monitor

Working Mode

Leadsun has developed its own smartphone ‘end user' App
available to download from either the iPhone or Android
app stores that will provide our customers with the ability
to individually communicate with each solar light. Once the
smartphone and Leadsun solar light are ‘paired’, the user is
able to check the real time and historical system performance
as well as alter the LED brightness, or change the ‘built-in'
lighting operation modes to suit specific applications.
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Real Time Performance
Monitoring

Historical Performance
Data Overview

GPRS/433
Leadsun utilises a world leading ‘mesh’ networking technology which allows all
the solar lights within a single installation to wirelessly communicate with each
other via a daisy chain sequence over long distances; For a low monthly fee
which includes a GPRS cellular network connection, we are able to remotely
offer our customers historical and real time performance monitoring as well as
the flexibility to change the lighting operating profiles or LED brightness of the
solar lights. AIR-LINK can also be accessed on-site via a laptop computer and a
wireless communication device.
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LED
Light Head
Leadsun offers a versatile range of LED light heads that have the flexibility to be used
across our entire range of solar engines; All light heads incorporate ‘plug & play’ IP67
cable connections and operate on either 12V D.C, 24V D.C or optional 240V A.C.
The light heads feature a robust construction and offers flexible installation options
from a ‘wrap around pole bracket’ or ‘spigot installation’ to being able to fix directly
onto a flat surface.

SMART-EYE
motion sensor
Smart-Eye is a important safety enhancing feature that adopts the latest
Panasonic passive-Infrared motion sensor technology, it detects movement
within several metres of the unit and automatically regulates the output of
the LED lamp from a ‘dim mode’ to ‘full-brightness’ depending upon whether
motion is detected; This smart feature preserves battery power as well as
increases passive security around the lights.

LED Module
Our updated design utilises a new CNC production
technique and is fabricated from aluminium extrusion which
significantly improves LED thermal heat dissipation by up
to 115%, this in turn improves the longevity of the LED’s
promising more long term system reliability.

Improved thermal dissapation by 115%

CREE Technology
Our range of LED light heads adopt ‘CREE’ LED chips which
provide industry leading 'bright & crisp’ illumination for 50,000
hours and beyond.
The chips are highly efficient and powerful enough to meet the
most demanding design requirements while offering superior
illumination for a wide range of applications.
Lumen output efficiency improved
by up to 15%
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Light
Distribution
Leadsun in development with Cree have created a new LED lens that provides greater
luminous uniformity and offers the ultimate in design flexibility. The beam pattern is
perfect for laneways, pedestrian promenades, bicycle paths as well as minor roads and
Carparks.
As an added service, Leadsun also has its own internal lighting design team that use the
latest in Lighting Simulation software for projects requiring calculation of lighting levels
and photo-metric reports. This will ensure that the correct quantity of fittings, pole heights
and spacings are offered for our customers specific needs.

20W Light Head Example

6m

140°

6m

10 Lux Average
6 Lux Average
10m

4 Lux Average
2.5 Lux Average

10m
15 Lux

40m
3 Lux
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AE2
SERIES

The AE2 series is Leadsun's flagship model range of compact ‘All In One’ solar lights and has been designed to
offer simple and extremely cost effective illumination for a wide range of small to medium sized applications.
The AE2 range is the world’s first 'All In One' LED solar lighting product to have all of its key components
integrated into a compact and easy to install product.

LIVESUN AE2 (Split Type)
The AE2 ‘Split’ model has flexibility to fix
both the solar engine & light head in their
optimum positions.

LIVESUN AE2 (Swivel Type)
With its adjustable light head and solar
panel, the AE2 ‘Swivel’ is the newest model
in the Livesun range.

LIVESUN AE2 (ALL-IN-ONE)
The original and world’s first ‘All-In-One’ solar
light with all components fully integrated
within a easy to install panel.

LINK LIGHT
Offers a robust lighting solution for internal
and external lighting applications.

Applications
Coastal Areas and Jetties
Car park and Perimeter Lighting
Security and Entrance Lighting
Signage and Billboard Lighting
Temporary & Event Lighting
Strata & Public Area Lighting
Construction Sites
Rural & Remote Area Lighting
Mining & Industrial sites
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AE3
SERIES

New
Product

Introducing the new AE3 series which retains the ‘All In One’ features of the AE2 range but on a larger scale, the
new 70W sized solar engine is a cost effective and versatile solution for medium sized applications. Its available
in a traditional ‘All In One’ design as well as a swivel type system where the solar panel and light head can be
adjusted to it’s optimised position to provide greater lighting distribution.

Applications
Coastal Areas and Jetties
Car park and Perimeter Lighting
Security and Entrance Lighting
Signage and Billboard Lighting
Temporary & Event Lighting
Strata & Public Area Lighting
Construction Sites
Rural & Remote Area Lighting
Mining & Industrial sites

AE3 (All-In-One)
A more powerful version of the AE2 series
including a far more robust design and
mounting options.

AE3 (Swivel Type)
With its adjustable light head and solar
panel, the AE3 ‘Swivel’ is extremely versatile
without the need for any additional wiring.

AE3 (Split Type)
Offers total installation flexibility to position
both the solar engine and light head in their
optimum positions.
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ALPHA AE5
AE5
SERIES
SERIES

The Built
AE5 Specifically
series is hightopowered
‘All
One’
solaroflighting
module
with
a sleekAE2
andismodern
appearance
that easily
illuminate
a In
wide
range
applications,
the
LIVESUN
the world’s
first
attaches
to the top
a round
polesystem
without
any
wiring integrated
or components;
integrates
“All-In-One”
LEDofsolar
lighting
to need
have for
all of
itsfurther
components
into aItcompact
andhigh capacity
Lithium
Iron
battery’s
along
with
dual
‘high
output’
LED
adjustable
light
sources
at
each
end
of
solar
engine that is
versatile design.
perfect for illuminating open space areas.

Applications
Road Lighting
Parks & Reserves
Remote Areas & Bushland
Pedestrian & Rail Crossing
Commercial & Industries Estates
Jetties, Pontoons & Boat Ramps
Security & Perimeter Lighting
Bike & Pathways
Mining & Industrial sites

SIZES
Available in choice of 120W or 200W solar
engines with LED outputs ranging from 30W
to 50W.

INSTALLATION
Easily installs on the top of pole
without any drilling or wiring of
other components.
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AE6
SERIES

With its light weight and powerful Lithium Iron batteries conveniently located under the solar panel, the AE6
series is extremely versatile for a wide range of lighting and power applications as both solar panel and light
head can be positioned in their optimum positions; It provides many years of outstanding performance and
operational reliability.

INSTALLATION
Easily installs on the top of a pole and incorporates
simple ‘plug and play’ IP65 wiring connections
between the solar panel and light head.

SIZES
Available in choice of 90W, 120W or
200W powered solar engines with LED
outputs ranging from 10W to 60W

Applications
Coastal Areas & Jetties
Car park & Perimeter Lighting
Security & Entrance Lighting
Signage & Billboard Lighting
Temporary & Event Lighting
Strata & Public Area Lighting
Construction Sites
Rural & Remote Area Lighting
Mining & Industrial sites
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ALPHA CCTV
PUBLIC AREAS

Leadsun is now able to offer a proven and reliable solar powered CCTV solution utilising our patented ‘All-In-One’ solar engine
design that integrates a highly efficient solar panel, compact Lithium LifeP04 batteries and a clever power management system
into a compact and easy to install solar power system. The ‘All-In-One’ design eliminates any external wiring to remote battery
packs or in the base of the poles and does not require an electrical tradesman to install the system; In fact the only wiring
required is simply done by IP66 wiring looms that interconnect from the solar engine to the CCTV camera system.

Features
All In One solar engine
Lithium Iron battery technology ensures long term
reliability and is extremely tolerant to inclement weather
conditions (hot or cold)
24 hour continuous high quality video recording with
time & date stamp
5 days on-board stored video footage
ALPHA CCTV (Public Areas)
The solar powered CCTV system delivers full
High Definition imagery, ‘real-time’ vision via
optional wireless ‘Point to Point’ transmission.

Remote focus and zoom control
Push alarm via email notification
Anti-tamper alarm trigger prevents vandalism
Real time streaming via mobile device app or web
browser
Easily download or recorded HD video footage from
camera to laptop via Wi-Fi

Applications
Public safety surveillance
Council land vandalism, graffiti & illegal rubbish
dumping
Prohibited & restricted areas
Construction & development sites
Construction time lapse & Remote Project
Management
Site safety and security
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LOWERABLE
POLES

™
easier

safer

faster

www.ezypole.com

EZYpole’s innovative range of lowerable poles has revolutionised the pole industry by reducing installation and on-going
maintenance costs. EZYpole are one of the leading pole suppliers to the private and public sectors around the world. The range
of lowerable poles eliminate the use of any elevating working platforms and heavy lifting equipment such as cranes, which in
turn eliminates O.H&S issues.

EZYwinch - Heavy Duty
Manufactured in 2 sections to assist with transport and installation, the pole is lowered and raised with the aid of a
‘demountable' manual winch frame. The pole effortlessly
and safely lowers to the ground and then can be easily
‘winched’ back up to its vertical position with one operator.

Personal Required
for Installation
Installation Time

30-60
minutes

COMPATIBILITY GUIDE: AE5/AE6 | 120W Panel
| 200W Panel

EZYwinch - Medium Duty
The Medium Duty winch pole allows the user a risk free
method of lowering and raising the pole by attaching the
‘demountable’ winch frame to the base plate of the pole
and then clipping a shackle to the attachment point of the
pole.

Personal Required
for Installation
Installation Time

30-60
minutes

COMPATIBILITY GUIDE: AE4 - 90W Panel

EZYlift - Light/Medium Duty
EZYLift is a manually lowerable pole that provides fast and
safe installation for light duty solar lighting applications.
The pole utilises a patented hinged base plate design that
allows 2 men to manually lower the pole to ground level
without the need for any other equipment.

Personal Required
for Installation
Installation Time

15-45
minutes

COMPATIBILITY GUIDE: Light Duty - AE2/AST | 25W Panel

| 40W Panel

Medium Duty - AE3

| 70W Panel

EZYfoot - Foundation
EZYfoot provides a quick and environmentally friendly
solution to support the entire EZYpole range of products.
Typical concrete footing systems need a few days curing
time before the poles can be installed, while the EZYfoot
system allows full installation in under 60 minutes.

Personal Required
for Installation
Installation Time

30-60
minutes

COMPATIBILITY GUIDE: EF200 - AE2/AST | 25W Panel
AE3

| 40W Panel
| 70W Panel

EF300/400 - AE4/AE5/AE6 | 90W Panel
| 120W Panel
| 200W Panel
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CASE STUDY - SYDNEY CRICKET
GROUND TRUST
Product - AE5/6 Series | Description – 40w LED Light head, 200w Solar Panel

When the Sydney Cricket Ground Trust (SCGT) began to look for lighting alternatives for there defunct mains powered car park
lighting system, solar powered LED lighting was top of mind. The central car park is used by several key sporting organisations such
as the Sydney Swans, Sydney Roosters, Sydney United and Waratah’s football clubs which gave the SCGT the perfect opportunity to
showcase its continued movement towards renewable energy alternatives.
With the help of Leadsun Australia, the AE5 ‘All In One’ solar LED lighting system was
proposed as the installation would represent the first LED solar site lighting installation
at the establishment. The key deciding factors were performance, reliability, ease or
retrofitting onto existing footings and appearance of the chosen system.
Leadsun’s AE5 & AE6 solar lighting systems provided a sleek and elegantly appearing
solution compared to conventional ‘bulky’ looking solar lighting systems and did not
require any trenching of underground electrical cabling throughout the asphalted areas.
Additionally, the LED fixtures will virtually eliminate lamp replacements at the site.
When combined with the solar-powered technology of the lights, the LED fixtures will
also allow the SCGT to significantly reduce maintenance costs for their external lighting.
The solar lighting project carried out by Leadsun was not only a cost-effective solution,
but also enabled the SCGT to demonstrate their commitment to promote sustainability
to the public as well as key stakeholders of the facility.
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CASE STUDY - CITY OF
MELBOURNE
Product - AE2 Series | Description - 10w LED Light head, 25w Solar Panel

Capital trail in Royal Park is centrally located behind the Zoo in the City of Melbourne. The historical park is built around the concept
of providing an ecological park setting within a urban environment and the Capital trail provides an important link from the rail station
to various points of interest through out the park. In order for the community to fully enjoy the space, the City of Melbourne recognised
the need for an important piece of infrastructure in the park: lighting. The proposed lighting was considered to increase the feeling of
safety and security along capital trail for the public within the evening when commuting home from work.
Beyond lighting, the City of Melbourne also wanted to be a leader amongst
other municipalities by installing renewable technology to get the job done.
Extensive amounts of trees and garden areas throughout the park prevented any
excavation or trenching works to be undertaken and therefor a mains powered
solution was not considered; The City of Melbourne knew that the solar LED
lighting system they chose was key. Not only would the security and usability
of the park hinge on the reliability of the solar lighting system, it had to look the
part by blending seamlessly into the park environment.
Leadsun’s AE2 ‘All In One’ systems immediately set itself apart from other
solar lighting options with its compact, integrated design that houses lithium
Ion batteries, energy management system and solar panel in a sleek, compact
and robust unit at the top of the pole. Not only did this provide an aesthetic
looking system that fit naturally into the park environment, but it also reduced
the susceptibility of the systems to vandalism.
The AE2 ‘All in One’ solar lighting systems feature motion sensing technology
that automatically regulates the output of the LED light throughout the night;
the entire system was installed quickly and with minimal disruption to the park
environment.
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MELBOURNE
SYDNEY

TEL
1300 281 005
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